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A step-by-step system for seven-figure success. As an educator turned network marketing rock star,

Sarah Robbins has a passion for sharing the system she used to achieve seven-figure success. In

facet, she's shared that same system with her team, helping many achieve six-or-seven-figure

success! ROCK Your Marketing Business will help you discover how to promote products, power

prospect, present your opportunity, product or service, powerfully "close", power start your new

distributor & duplicate, plus much, much more. Sarah wants you to rock your network marketing

business and live a life you love through this powerful profession. Rock on, rock stars!
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The world is changed by our example, not by our opinion. And this is where Sarah Robbins sizzles!

Her heart to help others, her humility to constantly learn and become better, her courage to do so

with class, respect and honor. Sarah leads by her example, and in leadership, that matters most.

She's not a credentialist, she's a creator and card-carrying $100 million-a-year producer.One of

Sarah's strengths, possibly stemming from her background as a Kindergarten teacher, is in



recognizing that simplicity attracts. Her results prove that simplicity is a fundamental requirement

when trying to achieve lofty goals. One thing missing in many success books is simplicity. It takes

effort to cut out the layers of complexity and in this book Sarah has cut success in Network

Marketing down to its essence.People prefer simplicity. Being complicated is easy, it's simplicity that

requires serious work. And it never happens by itself. Simplicity needs a champion. And when you

read this book, you'll soon realize that Sarah is that champion.As Simplicity becomes more rare, it

also become more valuable. That's why "Rock Your Network Marketing Business" is so highly

valued inside the Network Marketing profession. Use it to achieve your own lofty goals!

When I met Sarah Robbins she was brand new in the Network Marketing business. She had a

million questions and she always sat in the front row and took lots of notes. She was inquisitive and

curious. She was laser focused and determined to someday be on the stage as a top performer in

the profession. A few short years later, not only was Sarah on the same stage with those she had

admired, she has written one of the finest books written on the subject of network marketing while

she is still in her 20's! Rock Your Network Marketing Business will become required reading for

anyone starting a network marketing business. It's easy to read, concise and complete. Sarah

speaks from the heart and tells the story as a fresh, new entrepreneur on the scene. I will be

referring her book to everyone.

Having read several books on network marketing, having listened to CDs and watched DVDs on the

subject as well, this is the first book on the subject that really speaks to me. This book is NOT about

sales hype or how to get rich in a week. Sarah Robbins simply and succinctly states the realities of

owning a small business: the failures and rejections along with the consistent work and focus it

takes to be successful. Likewise, she shares the very same methods, ideas and activities that have

made her the 7 figure (monthly) earner she is today. Robbins is also quick to point out the

responsibility of the business owner to customers, and that bringing in new partners is an exercise

in sharing the good fortune of your product or service. The heart of this former kindergarten teacher

shines through in her positive yet practical manner of teaching readers how to start and grow a

network marketing business. Another component blatantly absent in other publications I've read is

the idea of giving back once abundance makes it possible: Sara Robbins and her husband Chris

have established a foundation for children. I heartily recommend this book to anyone in network

marketing, or anyone considering it as a career. This book encourages the radical concept of

business with a moral compass.



Thank you Sarah for such an amazing book! It's great to have all of your tips and training in one

place. This is my "go to" whenever I need inspiration, ideas and motivation. My favorite tips include

ways to reach out to people and scripting. I am expanding my business every week and it wouldn't

be possible without your book and continuous training. I will be gifting your book to my team as it

grows!

I first saw Sarah in action at a conference just last week -- and it was her personal style that

prompted me to download her book. Feminine, gentle, effective, encouraging, caring, empowered

and grounded. Sarah is the perfect role model of a new generation of network marketers --

ambitious people who want to build a successful business that authentically reflects their best

nature.Sarah's book reflects her mission to help perfectly. Fresh and personal, it reads like a letter

from a sweet and wise sister. And it's full of examples of how conversations can unfold -- those

uncomfortable conversations where newbie network marketers are asking themselves, "what do I

say?" And then, "how do I build?"I'm recommending that everyone on my team purchase Rock Your

Network Marketing Business. She answers all the questions in a comforting, reassuring, inspiring

way -- including the core question that drives the first yes, "Will I like the people I meet in network

marketing?"Martha FinneyCo-authorBest Worst First: 75 Network Marketing Experts on Everything

You Need to Know to Build the Business of Your Dreams

The information in this book is solid. However, it is not organized as effectively as I would have

liked. The entire book reads like a string of anecdotes. It's like sifting through a pile of post-it notes

for tips on Network Marketing. Sure, the tips are loosely sorted into broad categories (chapters), but

there isn't a good flow to the book overall. I was hoping for more of a step-by-step

system.Furthermore, the author may very well have been a "shy kindergarten teacher" at one point

in her life, but it's obvious to anyone who reads this that those days are long gone. The book doesn't

address HOW Sarah Robbins overcame her shyness. It simply asserts that she was shy and then

tells you to go talk to people! If that is how she overcame her shyness, it would be nice to at least

read it.The Sarah who writes this book is a master networker. Perhaps she has trouble

remembering what it was like to actually be shy, or maybe she is one of those rare types that

"thought" she was shy when really she was an extroverted networker at her core all along and just

didn't realize it. It doesn't really matter. All of that is to say that this book will not help you overcome

shyness or introversion. It will just tell you to go and talk to as many people as possible about your



company. Again, that's great advice but difficult to execute for a lot of people (myself included).I

contemplated 2 stars, but I did enjoy reading the book itself, so I gave it 3. Just know what you're

getting yourself into with this book. It will tell you exactly how Sarah Robbins built her business, and

how you can too, but it won't help you overcome personal limitations (i.e. "shyness"). I was really

expecting more from a person so enthusiastic about personal growth and development (Sarah

Robbins), but there are plenty of other books out there that can help you in this area.
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